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Abstract This work presents a self-consistent two-dimensional (2-D) simulation method with unified physical

models for different operation regimes of charge trapping memory. The simulation carefully takes into consider-

ation the tunneling process, charge trapping/de-trapping mechanisms, and 2-D drift-diffusion transport within

the storage layer. A string of three memory cells has been simulated and evaluated for different gate stack

compositions and temperatures. The simulator is able to describe the charge transport behavior along bitline

and tunneling directions under different operations. Good agreement has been made with experimental data,

which hence validates the implemented physical models and altogether confirms the simulation as a valuable

tool for evaluating the characteristics of three-dimensional NAND flash memory.
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1 Introduction

With the intensive application of data storage units in the burgeoning contemporary electronic devices

such as mobile phones, digital cameras and solid-state drives, the demand for high-density low-cost NAND

flash memory has been continually on the rise. Under this trend, charge trapping (CT) flash memory

technology has long been investigated and proposed as the most promising candidate within its domain

due to its immunity to stress-induced leakage current and reduced coupling capacitance. As such, this

technology has thus been recently attracting considerably more attention since it is ideally suitable for

three-dimensional (3-D) vertical architectures which exploits the third dimension of the devices to fulfil

the ever-increasing demand for bit cost [1–8]. 3-D CT NAND flash is also forecasted to continue the

trend of scaling NAND flash below the 15 nm technology node [9]. These structures consist of gate-

all-around memory cells piled up layer by layer, with channel runs vertically through multiple layers

[1–3, 8]. However, the charge storage layer runs continuously along the memory string and thus cannot
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be interrupted due to deposition process restrictions. This constraint leads to the emergence of an

additional charge leakage path in the memory cells, as the trapped charge can be transported out of

the investigated cell towards adjacent cells on the same bitline (BL) [10]; such a condition is deemed to

be a new disturbance for 3-D CT NAND architectures and therefore fosters a level of re-consideration

regarding retention and reliability issues.

In recent years, several modeling approaches have been developed to describe CT flash memory. Most

of them treat the CT devices in a one-dimensional way, only considering the direction along the charge

tunneling path perpendicular to the gate stack (referred to as tunneling direction hereafter) in a single

memory cell [11–13]. Previous two-dimensional (2-D) research assumed a simplified diffusion mechanism

along BL direction in the storage layer [14, 15] or only focused on the modeling of retention behavior

under high temperatures [16]. Therefore, a comprehensive 2-D simulation framework with consistent

models in different operations is needed for the modeling of CT flash memory in 3-D NAND scenarios,

especially with regard to charge transport mechanisms along BL direction.

Thus, in this study, on the basis of our previous work [17, 18], we present a comprehensive 2-D self-

consistent simulation framework for investigating the charge transport behavior in 3-D CT NAND flash

memory under different operation regimes with unified physical models. To this aim, three neighboring

cells in a memory string are simulated via careful consideration of associated tunneling processes, charge

trapping/de-trapping mechanisms, and 2-D drift-diffusion transport in the storage layer. After calibra-

tion of the simulator with experimental results, charge transport behaviors under room and elevated

temperatures for different gate stack compositions were investigated. As such, this study’s aim is to

illustrate the influence of charge transport along BL and tunneling directions upon device characteristics

and to evaluate associated disturbances from adjacent cells.

This paper is organized as follows: physical models and numerical treatment for the simulation are

described in Section 2; in order to analyze the impacts of different parameters on charge transport within

the storage layer, a simulation of retention behavior under different temperatures is evaluated in Section

3, which in addition, also addresses the various trends of threshold voltage shifts and dominant charge

loss mechanisms during retention; final conclusion is drawn in Section 4.

2 Physical models and numerical approach

2.1 Basic equations

The cross section of a memory string in a 3-D CT NAND flash structure is demonstrated in Figure 1(a).

In order to describe 2-D carrier transport and improve simulation efficiency, a string of three neighboring

memory cells is simulated in this study, which takes into consideration the charge transport along the BL

and tunneling directions in the storage layer as well as the interference between neighboring memory cells,

as shown in Figure 1(b). A system of 2-D non-linear partial differential equations is solved self-consistently

in the simulation domain. The equation system is as follows:

∇ · (ε ∇ϕ) = q(nf + nt), (1)

∂nf

∂t
=

1

q
∇ · Jn − cnnf + ennt, (2)

∂nt

∂t
= cnnf + rBT(NT − nt)− (en + rTB)nt, (3)

where q is the electronic charge; ε is the material dielectric constant; NT , nt, and nf are the volume

densities of traps, trapped carriers, and free carriers, respectively; cn is the free-carrier capture coefficient;

en is the trapped-carrier emissivity; rBT and rTB are the emission rates of band-to-trap (BT) tunnelling

and trap-to-band (TB) tunnelling, respectively. The abovementioned equation system includes a Poisson

equation for the gate stacks with electrostatic contributions of both free and trapped carriers, a carrier

continuity equation for the charge storage layer with drift-diffusion transport scheme, and a trapped
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Cross section of 3-D NAND flash memory string; (b) simulation domain of CT NAND flash

memory structure.
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Figure 2 (Color online) Dominant physical mechanisms involved in (a) programming and (b) retention operation of the

memory.

carrier conservation equation that accounts for trapping and de-trapping dynamics considering several

mechanisms. In each simulation step, the threshold voltage shift resulting from the spatial distribution

of both free and trapped carriers in the trapping layer is calculated.

2.2 Physical models

The dominant physical mechanisms implemented in the simulation are depicted in Figure 2, in which cn

is the coefficient for electron capture and en is the coefficient for electron emission. In addition to the

emission process from trap sites to local conduction band, electron tunneling event from trap sites to

conduction band of tunneling and blocking oxide (i.e. TB tunnelling) is also considered in the simulation,

and is represented by rTB in Figure 2.

The free-electron capture coefficient is modeled by the Schockley-Read-Hall theory [19]:

cn = σnυ
th
n (NT − nt), (4)
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where σn is the electron capture cross section and υth
n is the electron thermal velocity. The free-electron

capture coefficient is proportional to the volume density of the unoccupied traps. The process of electron

emission from trap sites to the charge storage layers local conduction band is described by Poole-Frenkel

emission [20], which is calculated as follows:

en = fPF exp

[

−
q(ET − βξ1/2)

kT

]

, (5)

β =

√

q3

πε
, (6)

where fPF is the attempt-to-escape frequency for the Poole-Frenkel process; ξ is the local electric field;

and ε is the high-frequency dielectric constant for material of the charge storage layer.

Finally, TB tunneling is modeled by

rTB = fTB · Tp, (7)

where fTB is the attempt-to-escape frequency for TB tunneling and Tp is the tunneling coefficient com-

puted by the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation [21], which is related to the locations and energy

levels of trapped electrons.

2.3 Numerical approach

In order to self-consistently solve the equation system for obtaining the time evolution of threshold voltage

as well as the distribution of internal physical properties at each time step, several numerical approaches

have been accordingly adopted within the simulation. For example, the five-point-stencil central difference

method was implemented for the 2-D Poisson equation. To afford greater accuracy with fewer mesh nodes

and larger time steps, the Scharfetter-Gummel scheme [22] is used for the discretization of current density

in the 2-D carrier continuity equation:

Je′ =
qDe′

Le

[

neB

(

ϕe − ϕc

Vt

)

− ncB

(

ϕc − ϕe

Vt

)]

, (8)

where the subscript e refers to the midpoint between the center and east points in the mesh stencil; D is

the electron diffusion coefficient; L is the length between two points; n is the electron density; ϕ is the

potential of the mesh point; Vt is the thermal potential; and B(x) is the Bernoulli function [22] which is

defined as follows:

B(x) =
x

ex − 1
. (9)

Additionally, time stability is ensured by the implementation of implicit numerical method. Hence,

ultimately, solution for the subject equation system is attained by employing the flowchart methodology

depicted in Figure 3.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Calibration of the simulator

To calibrate the developed simulator and determine certain parameters adopted in the models, simulation

results are compared with measurement data for CT flash memory. Figure 4(a) shows the reproduction

of experimental programming results [11] for a memory device with gate stacks composed of 4.5/6/10 nm

SiO2/Si3N4/Al2O3. For the simulated memory cells, sharp interfaces are assumed between the layers,

and the influence of interfaces on device characteristics is not included in the simulation. A uniform

trap spatial distribution in the trapping layer is assumed, with a trap density Nt = 7 × 1019 cm−3 and

a trap cross section σn = 1 × 10−14 cm2. The parameters used in the simulation are summarized in

Table 1. Using a consistent set of material parameters, strong agreement is achieved with experimental

retention results under a wide variety of temperatures [23], as shown in Figure 4(b). The gate stack

composition for the retention measurements is 4.5/7/12 nm SiO2/Si3N4/Al2O3. The programming and

retention transients are measured on different samples within the same fabrication process [11, 23].
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Figure 3 Simulation flowchart for the coupled equation system.
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Figure 4 (Color online) Comparisons between simulation results and experimental data for (a) programming and

(b) retention characteristics of CT flash memory.

Table 1 Main simulation parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

SiO2 effective mass moxide 0.40 m0

Si3N4 effective mass mSiN 0.50 m0

Si3N4 trap cross section σn 1× 10−14 cm2

Si3N4 trap density NT 7× 1019 cm−3

Si3N4 electron mobility µn 0.01 cm2/V/s [13]

Si3N4 TB tunneling frequency fTB 1× 1011 Hz

Si3N4 trap energy ET 1.5 eV [13]

Si3N4 PF frequency fPF 1× 1012 Hz

3.2 Retention characteristics

In order to demonstrate major charge loss mechanisms in retention operations under room temperature

and to observe their associated dependencies on material parameters, simulation of a memory device

with a tunneling oxide of medium thickness (O/N/O composition: 4/5/5 nm SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2) was

performed. Figure 5 shows the distribution of trapped electron density after a retention time of 108 s.
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Figure 5 (Color online) Distribution of trapped electron density under room temperature after 108 s. (Note that the

simulation domain in Figure 1(b) is rotated by 90 ◦ to demonstrate the distribution of free and trapped electron densities

in order to clearly show the charge transport along BL and tunneling directions).

Figure 6 (Color online) Simulated retention behavior with different (a) effective electron tunneling masses and (b)

attempt-to-escape frequencies for TB tunneling.

The initial distribution of trapped electrons in the charge trapping layer is assumed to be uniform, with

a trapped charge density nt,init = 3.5 × 1019 cm−3. It is shown that charge loss occurs only in a small

region near the tunneling oxide, and there is barely any lateral transport of trapped charge along the

BL direction. This is due to the fact that under room temperature the emission of trapped electrons is

negligible, whereas the TB process through the tunneling oxide is the dominant charge loss mechanism.

Figure 6 shows the impact on the simulated retention behavior of two key parameters governing the

TB component: the effective tunneling mass of the charge storage layer material (i.e. mSiN, which affects

the calculation of tunneling coefficients) and the electron attempt-to-escape frequency for TB tunneling

(i.e. fTB, which determines the frequency of the TB tunneling process). It can be observed that mSiN

mainly influences the slope of decline in threshold voltage shift with time evolution, while fTB affects the

retention time at which threshold voltage begins to notably decrease.

The simulation of retention performance under high temperatures is also of critical importance to a

CT flash memory, because the higher the temperature a CT flash memory experiences during retention

operations, the greater the acceleration of charge de-trapping mechanisms tend to be, which can ultimately

lead to data bit failure event. To reduce the charge loss in tunneling-out components along tunneling

directions and to illustrate the roles exclusively played by electron de-trapping and electron transport

in the storage layer, a memory device with a thick tunneling oxide (O/N/O composition: 6/6/6 nm

SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2) was simulated. Figure 7 demonstrates the distribution of trapped electrons and free

electrons under 85 ◦C after a retention time of 108 s. A uniform distribution with an initial trapped
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Figure 7 (Color online) Distribution of (a) trapped and (b) free electrons under 85 ◦C, after a retention time of 108 s.
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Figure 8 (Color online) Trapped electron distributions in the charge storage layer at different retention times along the

BL direction at the tunneling oxide interface, through the middle of the trapping layer, and at the block oxide interface.

charge density nt,init = 3.5× 1019 cm−3 was assumed at the start of the retention simulation.

It can be concluded that the electrons are emitted from trap sites at high temperatures and then

transported along BL and tunneling directions in the charge storage layer. In addition, the time-dependent

evolutions of trapped electron densities along the BL direction in the charge storage layer at the tunneling

oxide interface, through the middle of the trapping layer, and at the blocking interface, are plotted in

Figure 8.

The impact of the attempt-to-escape frequency of Poole-Frenkel emission on the retention characteristic

under 85 ◦C is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that higher attempt-to-escape frequencies lead to an

earlier decline of threshold voltage shifts.

The retention behavior of CT flash memory cells under 85 ◦C with channel lengths ranging from

20 nm to 50 nm, while maintaining a fixed space length of 30 nm, is shown in Figure 10. It is found that

prior to 105 s, the time evolutions of threshold voltage shift in four distinct cases show similar tendencies.

Figure 11(a) further illustrates the details of trapped charge redistributions along the tunneling direction

through the center of the simulated cell (at t < 105 s), which can be explained as follows. The trapped

electrons are emitted into the conduction band of the charge storage layer, where they become free

electrons. These free electrons are driven by electrical fields and are ultimately transported to the

interface of the tunneling/trapping and trapping/blocking layer, where they encounter a potential barrier

and thus become trapped again. In contrast, after 105 s, memory cells with smaller gate lengths show
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Figure 9 (Color online) Simulated retention behavior

with different attempt-to-escape frequencies for Poole-

Frenkel emission.

Figure 10 (Color online) Simulated retention behavior

for memory cells with different gate lengths.

Figure 11 (Color online) Trap occupations along (a) the tunneling direction under the gate electrode and (b) the BL

direction at the blocking oxide interface.

severe retention problems under high temperatures. The rationale behind this condition is depicted in

Figure 11(b), where the lateral charge profile evolutions with retention times along the BL direction at the

tunneling oxide interface are respectively plotted for varying channel lengths. Prior to the retention time

of 105 s, the threshold voltage shift is determined by the trapped charge distribution along the tunneling

direction under the gate. A similar trend of threshold voltage shift can be ascribed to similar trap

occupation distributions along the tunneling direction. After a retention time of 105 s, lateral spreading

of trapped charge begins to play a dominant role. Lateral charge spreading is more critical for memory

cells with smaller channel lengths.

As discussed earlier, lateral spreading of trapped charge and tunneling-out through a tunneling/blocking

oxide are two major charge loss mechanisms in CT NAND flash structures. To compare and contrast

the charge loss behavior of these two mechanisms, a simulation of the aforementioned memory cells with

a tunneling oxide of medium thickness under varying temperatures was performed. The ratios of later-

ally spreading and tunneling-out electrons to the initial amount of total trapped charge under different

temperatures are plotted in Figure 12(a) and (b), respectively.

The amount of laterally spread trapped charge also shows a dependence on the thickness of the charge

storage layer, which is depicted in Figure 13, wherein simulation was performed under the assumption

that for different cases, retention starts with the same trapped charge density.

To understand the influence of lateral charge spreading on neighboring cells, retention behavior after

10 years at 85 ◦C for a check-board programming pattern [16] was simulated, in which the monitored

cell was a central erased cell without charge storage. It was assumed that the monitored cell was only
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Figure 12 (Color online) The ratios of (a) laterally spreading and (b) tunneling-out electrons to the initial amount of

total trapped electrons with evolution of retention under varying temperatures.

Figure 13 (Color online) The ratios of laterally spread-

ing electrons to the initial amount of total trapped electrons

versus retention time in memory cells with different trap-

ping layer thicknesses.

Figure 14 (Color online) Threshold voltage shift of cen-

tral cell after 10 years for different cases of channel and

spacer lengths. The initial threshold voltage shift of the

side cells is 5.3 V. Note that in this figure, half pitch = gate

length = spacer length.

influenced by two programmed neighboring cells in the same BL. Under high temperatures, since the

transported electrons from the neighboring cells can reach the central cell region, the threshold voltage

of the central cell correspondingly increases. The degree of this threshold voltage increase is correlated

to the channel lengths of the cells and spacer lengths between two adjacent cells, as shown in Figure 14.

4 Conclusion

We have presented in this study the numerical implementation of a 2-D self-consistent simulator with

unified physical models for different operation regimes of charge trapping memory, able to describe 2-D

charge transport in charge storage layers. Moreover, the simulator takes into consideration various tun-

neling processes, charge trapping/de-trapping mechanisms, and 2-D drift-diffusion transport within the

storage layer. A string of three memory cells was methodically simulated and evaluated for different gate

stack compositions and temperatures. Good agreement has been made with the experimental results,

thus validating the viability of the implemented physical models. The simulation results consistently

demonstrate that the charge transport along BL and tunneling directions plays a vital role in 3-D charge

trapping memory for a variety of applications. The TB process is found to be the major charge loss mech-

anism under room temperature, while charge redistribution along BL and tunneling directions dominates

under high temperatures. Thus, in closing, the study’s simulator is deemed a useful tool for accurately

assessing 3-D NAND flash memory device characteristics.
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